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Abstract: In this paper, we address the problem of the recovery of the Euclidean geometry of a scene
from a sequence of images without any prior knowledge either about the parameters of the cameras,
or about the motion of the camera(s). We do not require any knowledge of the absolute coordinates of
some control points in the scene to achieve this goal. Using various computer vision tools, we establish correspondences between images and recover the epipolar geometry of the set of images, from
which we show how to compute the complete set of perspective projection matrices for each camera
position. These being known, we proceed to reconstruct the scene. This reconstruction is defined up
to an unknown projective transformation (i.e. is parameterized with 15 arbitrary parameters). Next
we show how to go from this reconstruction to a more constrained class of reconstructions, defined up
to an unknown affine transformation (i.e. parameterized with 12 arbitrary parameters) by exploiting
known geometric relations between features in the scene such as parallelism. Finally, we show how to
go from this reconstruction to another class, defined up to an unknown similitude (i.e. parameterized
with 7 arbitrary parameters). This means that in an Euclidean frame attached to the scene or to one of
the cameras, the reconstruction depends only upon one parameter, the global scale. This parameter
is easily fixed as soon as one absolute length measurement is known. We see this vision system as a
building block, a vision server, of a CAD system that is used by a human to model a scene for such
applications as simulation, virtual or augmented reality. We believe that such a system can save a lot
of tedious work to the human observer as well as play a leading role in keeping the geometric data
base accurate and coherent.
Key-words: projective geometry, reconstruction, CAD, architecture
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Reconstruction tridimensionnelle de scènes urbaines à partir de
séquences d’images
Résumé : Dans cet article, nous nous penchons sur le problème de retrouver la structure géométrique
Euclidienne d’une scène à partir d’une séquence d’images, sans information préalable sur les paramètres ou le mouvement des caméras. Pour cela, il ne nous est pas nécessaire de connaitre les coordonnées de points de controle dans la scène. En utilisant diverses techniques de vision par ordinateur,
nous établissons des correspondances entre les images, et nous retrouvons la géométrie épipolaire de
l’ensemble des images, à partir de laquelle nous calculons les matrices de projection correspondant a
toutes les prises de vue. A partir de celles-ci, nous pouvons reconstruire la scène tridimensionnelle.
Cette reconstruction est définie à une transformation projective inconnue près, c’est-à-dire qu’elle
dépend de 15 paramètres arbitraires. Ensuite, nous montrons comment passer de cette reconstruction
à une classe plus restreinte de reconstructions, définies à une transformation affine près (il reste alors
12 paramètres arbitraires) en exploitant la connaissance de relations géométriques entre certains éléments de la scène, comme le parallélisme. Enfin, nous montrons comment se ramener a une classe
encore plus restreinte de reconstructions, définies cette fois à une similitude près (7 paramètres arbitraires). Cela signifie que dans un repère Euclidien attaché à la scène ou à l’une des caméras, la
reconstruction ne dépend que d’un paramètre: l’échelle globale. Pour fixer ce paramètre, il suffit de
connaitre une mesure de distance dans la scène. Ce système de vision est concu comme un module
(serveur de vision) d’un système de CAO utilisé par un humain afin de créer des modèles de scènes
en vue d’applications comme la simulation, ou la réalité virtuelle ou augmentée. Nous croyons qu’un
tel système peut permettre d’économiser un temps de travail considérable dans la construction d’une
base de donnée tridimensionnelle, tout en garantissant son exactitude.
Mots-clé : géométrie projective, reconstruction, CAO, architecture
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Introduction

The problem which is tackled in this paper and for which we propose a number of partial solutions
is the following: we want to reconstruct a three-dimensional model of a static environment viewed
by one or several cameras whose motions or relative positions are unknown and whose intrinsic parameters are also unknown and may vary.
The sequence of images that is used can be either a video sequence, or a film, or a number of
snapshots taken from usually fairly distinct viewpoints. In the first two cases, which we will denote
as the M(ovie)-situation, it is, as explained in section 2.1 possible to use the continuity in time of
the images to help simplify the problem. In the third case, which we will denote by the S(napshot)situation, this is not possible, and we must work a little harder, as also explained in the same section.
Solving this problem at relatively low cost is extremely important for such applications as image
synthesis, simulation, virtual and augmented reality where 3-D models are required and are obtained
today through lengthy manual interaction with the images. Our techniques build upon the knowledge
which has been acquired in computer vision and photogrammetry in the last 20 years or so and can
potentially reduce by a significant factor the amount of manual interaction which is currently necessary to get 3-D models of the world in the computer.
The Esprit project 8878, Realise, has set up as one of its goals the partial automation of the acquisition of computerized 3-D models of urban scenes from sequences of images taken from the ground
or from an aircraft flying at a low altitude. As was mentioned before, no hypotheses are made upon
the relative positions of the cameras, their intrinsic parameters, all of them are assumed unknown, or
upon the presence in the environment to be modeled of control points with known coordinates in some
fixed frame of reference. We nonetheless show in this article that the complete projective, affine, and
Euclidean geometry (up to a global scale factor) of the scene can be accurately captured by a combination of techniques which have been developed over the years in computer vision and photogrammetry.
We would like to emphasize the fact that these techniques encompass a wide range of traditionally
distinct subjects such as feature detection (edges, corners, junctions) using non-parametric (imagebased) and parametric (snake-like) models, tracking of image features in a sequence of images, geometric modeling of image correspondences at the projective, affine, and Euclidean levels with a clear
distinction between those levels and the amount of information they require, robust estimation of algebraic instantiation of this geometry (i.e. the perspective projection matrices).
This is only one aspect of the Realise project, the geometric aspect; this project also aims at developing a deeper understanding of the photometry and colorimetry of real scenes in order, for example,
to improve significantly the quality of the rendering of simulated scenes. This important topic is not
covered in this article.
Before we describe in detail the techniques which lead from a set of images to a 3-D model of the
scene they represent, we sketch in figure 1 the general flow of information in our method. We start
with either a set of snapshots (S-situation) or with a set of video sequences from which we select .
In the second case, we can use a variety of feature trackers to establish a number of correspondences
between the images, as explained in section 2.1. Note that we do not require that all features be
tracked in all sequences, a notoriously non-realistic hypothesis. Also, even though this makes the
next process of estimating the perspective projection matrices easier, it is by no means mandatory.
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Estimate N-1 fundamental
matrices and their uncertainty
Estimate N perspective
projective matrices and
their uncertainty up to a
projective transformation
of 3-space
Projective geometry
of the scene
Estimate the plane at
infinity
Affine geometry
of the scene
Estimate the metric of
the 3-D scene

Robust initial estimation of
the N perspective projection
matrices
Refine the estimation by
bundle block adjustment
or epipolar line adjustment
Use a priori information
about the affine structure
of the scene: 3-D parallel
lines or ratios of lengths of
parallel 3-D segments...
Use a priori information
about the metric structure
of the scene: 3-D angles,
ratios of lengths of 3-D
segments...

Euclidean geometry of the scene
up to a global scale factor

Figure 1: Flowchart of the method described in the paper: this is the backbone of the visual server
which is being developed for the Esprit project Realise.
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The next step is to estimate the perspective projection matrices of each of the images. We found
that this was the best way of representing the geometry of a set of cameras rather than, for example,
the fundamental matrices describing the epipolar geometry. At this stage the perspective projection
matrices are defined up to an unknown projective transformation, i.e. they can be multiplied on the
right by the same arbitrary  full rank matrix. This reflects the fact that if only image correspondences are available, only the projective geometry of the 3-D scene, i.e. those properties which are
invariant under the action of the group of projective transformations, can be recovered. Since projective geometry is now widely used in computer vision and has been in computer graphics since the
early days, we refer the interested reader to the corresponding literature [39, 34, 9]. The estimation
of the perspective projection matrices is done in three steps:
1. We estimate the
cutive images,



fundamental matrices defining the epipolar geometry between conse-
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2. these are then used to obtain a first estimate of the perspective projection matrices,
3. which is then refined using possibly several methods, one of them, being the famous bundle
adjustment [5, 6, 16, 17].
Once this estimation has been completed, the 3-D scene can be reconstructed up to an arbitrary projective transformation. To be complete, let us mention that we track the uncertainty at all levels, starting from the pixel level, through the level of the fundamental matrices, the perspective projection
matrices, and the reconstructed 3-D points. This is described in detail in section 2.
The next step, if required by the application, is to estimate the affine geometry of the scene, i.e.
those properties of the scene which are invariant under the action of 3-D affine transformations. This
can be achieved in several ways as described in [10] depending upon whether or not one can control
the motion of the sensors. In the application described in this article we only use a priori information
about the scene such as parallel lines or known ratios of collinear line segments. This is described in
section 3.
The final step, again, if required by the application, is to estimate the Euclidean geometry of the
scene, i.e. those properties of the scene which are invariant under the action of 3-D Euclidean transformations, i.e. similitudes. This can again be achieved in several ways as discussed also in [10].
In the application described in this article we use a priori information about the scene such as angles
of lines, planes, or known ratios of line segments, to take a few examples. This is also described in
section 3.
To summarize, by carefully distinguishing the various geometric levels at which the scene can be
reconstructed, i.e. projective, affine, and Euclidean, we are able to determine the minimum amount
of information necessary to access a given level from image measurements only. Note that, contrary
to the case of the so-called "Self-Calibration" methods in photogrammetry [17], our method does
not require the knowledge of the Euclidean coordinates of a small number of control points in the
scene. Nonetheless, it does require, in the version presented in this article, some knowledge about
the 3-D geometry of the scene such as parallel lines and angles. But we have shown in previous
work [33, 28, 12] that even this assumption is not necessary. We use it here because there is such a
rich geometric information in images of urban scenes and because the system we are developing is
partially interactive.
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This last point is extremely important since it is the stepping stone of the philosophy of the design
of the Realise project. Far from being after a complete automation of the modeling of the scene, the
project aims at providing to a human agent working with a CAD system from a set of images of the
environment he wants to model, the most advanced tools in computer vision to help him solve such
problems as accurate (i.e. subpixel) detection of image features, matching of those features across
views, estimation of the geometry of the set of views, computation of the 3-D coordinates of scene
points, curves, and surfaces. This framework is depicted in figure 2.
Queries
Vision Server

CAD system

3-D models

Answers
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Images

Work-station

Human

Figure 2: The principle of the interactive recovery of the 3-D geometry of the scene in the Esprit
Realise Project.
We now briefly review the necessary background material that will be used in the rest of the article.

1.1

Epipolar Geometry

Recently, it has been discovered that the full calibration of the cameras (intrinsic and extrinsic parameters) is not needed to obtain a useful reconstruction of a scene viewed by a stereo system [8, 21].
This theory make use of epipolar geometry which can be retrieved easily from point correspondences
in pair of images.
Since these first attempts at an uncalibrated stereovision, a lot of work has been done on the estimation of the epipolar geometry of two images [29, 26, 32, 31, 30, 22, 20, 36, 4]. Robust programs
which work automatically are now publicly available. We will consider this problem as solved for
the rest of this article; the interested reader is referred to the bibliography.
We will use the fundamental matrix representation of the epipolar geometry. In this representaand
tion, 2 points in correspondence in images 1 and 2 (expressed in homogeneous coordinates)
satisfy the following projective relation:
. The fundamental matrix is defined up
to a scale factor and satisfies
, with
being the epipole in image generated
by image (or equivalently, the image in of the optical center of camera ).
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From this, we can conclude that the fundamental matrix depends upon at most seven parameters.
It is shown elsewhere [28] that it depends exactly on seven parameters. Therefore, the set of all pos  parameters if there
sible fundamental matrices between cameras would depend on
were no constraints between them. However, in our simple perspective model, each camera depends
on a fixed number of parameters (we use 6 for the pose and orientation and 5 for the intrinsic or interparameters for the cameras and since the fundamental matrices
nal parameters). This leads to
are represented by
parameters, there exist constraints between them. These constraints can
be enumerated [13, 14], but they are difficult to use and we prefer the more compact representation
of the projective camera matrices.
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1.2



 

Perspective Projection Matrices





where is the  soA point in space projects to a point in the image if and only if
called perspective projection matrix of the camera. All quantities are defined up to an unknown scale
factor. It has been shown by [27] that given a set of fundamental matrices satisfying the constraints,
one can find corresponding projection matrices. The solution is unique up to an unknown projective
transformation in space if the optical centers are not aligned.
The relation of the projection matrices to the fundamental matrices is extremely simple: If we
write P as M t , the epipoles
satisfy Equation (1) by definition (as images of an optical center).

   



         

(1)

For the fundamental matrices, an elimination scheme leads to

 

 

        



(2)

where
is the 
matrix representing the cross-product with the vector
.
It is understood that these equations are projective and therefore are defined only up to an unknown scale factor. We assume that
and
are invertible. If they are not, we can always transform them by a proper choice of a projective transformation to a new frame such that they are invertible and satisfy our assumptions.

1.3





Reconstruction

From the consistent epipolar geometry, we can recover the 3-D scene up to an unknown projective
transformation of space. This is not as far from a Euclidean reconstruction as it seems. The set of
   parameters in the Euclidean case, whereas
projection matrices for cameras depends upon




in the projective case.
only
These 8 additional free parameters are the low price to pay for not knowing the internal parameters
of the cameras and their relative positions in space. We will later see how these unknown parameters
can be recovered using very little information. As stated previously, the epipolar geometry of a set
of cameras is best represented by a set of projection matrices that we will in the sequel assume to be
defined up to a projective transformation in space.
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Robust recovery of the geometry

In the M-situation, we select (presently manually but we plan to automate this process in the near
future) a subset of the images in the sequence so that we end up in the S-situation. The important
difference is that the intermediate images can be used, as explained below, to simplify the process of
establishing correspondences between the views.

inria-00074110, version 1 - 24 May 2006

2.1

Obtaining correspondences between images

The algorithm used to compute the projection matrices needs correspondences and a few epipoles
in order to work. We first obtain feature points using very simple corner detectors (we use [19], but
other possibilities are [23, 35, 18, 15]) and we refine their position using a model-based approach [3].
In the S-situation, we then establish correspondences between the corners using grey-level correlation between neighboring regions of those feature points. For a given point in one image several
candidate matches are in general possible in another image. In order to reduce the number of hypotheses, we make use of relaxation methods [42]. Figure 3(bottom) shows a subset of the correspondences which have been automatically obtained between the images shown on the top row.
In the M-situation we track the feature points in the sequence whenever possible (small motion
between frames). If a given point can be tracked all the way between two of the selected views, a
correspondence is established. Tracking of a point of interest is performed by predicting its position
from one image to the next and searching in a small neighborhood of the predicted point for an actual
point. An example of such a tracking is shown in Figure 4. We can of course also use the method of
the previous paragraph.

2.2

Estimating the fundamental matrices between pairs of images

At this stage, we have obtained a number of correspondences between some images. Correspondences between pairs of images are input to a program that reliably and robustly estimates the fundamental matrices between those pairs [42]. In particular this program has the capability of rejecting
some of the correspondences as outliers.

2.3

Estimating the uncertainty of the fundamental matrices

The uncertainty associated with points of interest (typically between 0.1 and 1 pixel) is propagated
to the fundamental matrices. In order to compute an estimate of this uncertainty, we parameterize the
fundamental matrix with the minimum number of parameters, namely 7, and compute the covariance
matrix of the corresponding vector of size 7. There are several technical difficulties in doing this.
First, the parameterization using 7 parameters is nonlinear, not unique, and has singularities. We
therefore have to find the best one in the sense that it is the most remote from singularities. Second,
the criterion which is minimized in order to estimate the fundamental matrix is also nonlinear and
does not provide an analytical expression of the solution as a function of the point correspondences.
We therefore have to use the implicit function theorem to actually compute the covariance matrix of
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Figure 3: Top: Four images (labeled 5888, 5889, 5897, 5898) of the “Avenches” series provided by
ETH, Zurich. Bottom: Points extracted from image 5888 which have been matched by the ImageMatching algorithm with at least one point in another image.

Figure 4: Tracking of points of interest in the library sequence.
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the parameter vector of the fundamental matrix. The details of those computations can be found in
[7].
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2.4

Recovering the geometry of the

cameras

Up to this stage in the processing, we have estimated the fundamental matrices of consecutive pairs
of images as well as obtained a number of point correspondences between the views. Nonetheless,
we usually still have false matches to account for. The set of false matches for the epipolar geometry
between pairs of images is a strict subset of the false matches for the projective geometry: this simply
means that the images of a point can satisfy the epipolar geometry between pairs of images and still
be incorrect when considering the complete set of images. The geometry estimation algorithm has
been designed to deal with this problem.
We have the choice of the projective basis in which we want to express the perspective projection
matrices, knowing that the choice of a particular basis will not have any influence on the final results.
We are going to use this property to compute our projection matrices. Using the theory developed in
[8], from 5 points in correspondence in a pair of images and the epipoles, we can obtain the projection
matrices, expressed in the projective basis defined by those points. This step is just a matter of writing
equations of the type:

     
(3)








where the    represent the canonic 3-D projective basis:      ,      ,      ,     
        . The 20 scalar equations given by (3) need to the be completed by two equations exploi-

     





    

ting the fact that the epipoles are known.
In order to obtain a set of projection matrices, we first choose 5 points in correspondence in the
images. These points are usually chosen in the scene. We then proceed pairwise. For each consecutive pair of images, we compute the projection matrices in the basis of the 5 chosen points. For
this, we make use of the coordinates of the points in the images and of the coordinates of the epipoles
that we determined previously. Of course, there can be conflicts: the projection matrix
  , ) can be different form the one computed with ( ,   ) . We do notcomputed
from the pair (
consider
this as a major problem because there are usually not very different and because this initial estimate is
just a starting point for a refinement procedure. Only one of the possible projection matrices is kept.
Of course, running through this process only once has very little chance to succeed because of
the possible outliers. If one of the correspondences is erroneous, then the projection matrix and its
neighbors will be useless . To overcome this problem, we use robust methods.





 







2.4.1 Least Median of Squares
The Least Median of Squares (LMedS) is a classic method in outlier detection. A very good introduction can be found in [38]. We need a quality measure of the set of projection matrices for each

 This can only be due to the epipoles, because the coordinates of the 5 points remain unchanged.

Note that all other matrices will be correct. This quality of localness is desirable and cannot be achieved with iterative
(image after image) techniques
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point. We define as the distance between a given point and the reprojection of the reconstructed
3-D point with these projections.

           



(4)

is obtained with the reconstruction algorithms mentioned in section 3. The LMedS method
estimates the parameters by solving the non-linear minimization problem:



min med

(5)

That is, the estimator must yield the smallest value for the median of squared residuals computed
for the complete set of points. Of course, it is not reasonable to generate all the possible subsets of
5 point correspondences. Rather, we use a Monte-Carlo technique to draw random subsamples of
different point correspondences. For each subsample , we estimate the set of projection matrices
by the methods previously described. For each set
, we can determine the median of the
med
, with respect to the whole set of point correspondences.
squared residuals denoted
We retain the estimate of the
leading to the minimal
.
The question now is: how do we determine ? A subsample is considered good if it consists of
good correspondences across the images. Assuming that the probability of a point correspondence
across 2 images being an outlier is , the probability of a point correspondence across the images
   
being an outlier is
. The probability that at least one of the subsamples is good is
given by
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In our implementation, we assume that 







      







 

 

(6)

 , thus
and require
. Note
that the algorithm can be sped up by means of parallel computation, because the processing for each
subsample is done separately.
The five points of a subsample may be very close to each other. Such a situation should be avoided because the estimation of the 3-D structure from such a projective basis is highly unstable and
the result is useless. It is a waste of time to evaluate such a subsample. Bucketing techniques were
developed to ensure that such configurations are avoided. The images are evenly divided in buckets
and we impose that the points be drawn from different buckets (i.e. different regions of the image).
The previous formula determining still holds under the assumption that the outliers are uniformly
distributed over the image.



2.4.2 Block estimation
Over a long sequence, it is very difficult or even impossible to find correspondences for the same five
points across the whole sequence of images. We therefore split our estimation process over different
consecutive blocks of images, with the precaution that the intersection of two consecutive blocks of
images contains at least two images. Knowing the projective bases used in each such pair of blocks,
we can compute the projective transformation from one to the other and apply it to the matrices of
the second block. This process glues the blocks together.
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Refinement

Once a correct set of projection matrices has been computed, we can refine it by two possible methods.
Of course, the outliers found at the previous step are marked as invalid and are not taken into account
any further.
2.5.1 Epipolar line adjustment
From the set of projection matrices, we can compute a consistent set of fundamental matrices. The
points that we have matched must satisfy the epipolar constraints. We then minimize the sum of the
distances between the points and the epipolar lines generated by their correspondents by varying the
projection matrices. However, this method is slow because we have to recompute the epipolar lines
at each step. In other words, there is no possible decoupling of the minimization because of its high
non-linearity.

inria-00074110, version 1 - 24 May 2006

2.5.2 Bundle adjustment
This classical method in photogrammetry [5, 6, 16, 40, 17] is very well suited to our problem. With
our initial estimation, the optical rays used in the method approximately intersect because the reprojections of the 3-D point are close to the initial points. This method has the advantage of being fast.
The only modification that we have made is that instead of reconstructing the actual Euclidean 3-D
points, we reconstruct the points in a projective basis. Although our problem is over-parameterized
(we allow the projective basis in space to change), the minimization converges because of the nice
properties of the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm. The average distance between one point and the
reprojection of its reconstruction is initially around 1 pixel and typically goes down to 0.3 pixels.
The epipolar line adjustment is slower than the bundle adjustment but performs best in the bad
cases when the set of projection matrices is not very well initialized.
Figure 5 shows the epipolar geometry obtained with the calibration data on the aerial images provided by ETH, the epipolar geometry obtained by our algorithm without any prior knowledge and a
close-up. We worked with images of reduced size (1000  1000 pixels). The computation took 6.3
minutes for 10000 projective bases tried. The average image error was less than 0.3 pixels on the 183
points used for the refinement.

3 Reconstruction
As mentioned in section 2, the projection matrices that we have determined allow us to compute
three-dimensional structure from image correspondences, up to an unknown projective transformation. This fact had been first stated in [24] in the case of two affine cameras (in this case, the unknown transformation in space is affine). The case of two projective cameras has been then presented
in [8, 21].

INRIA
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Figure 5: The top row shows the epipolar geometry obtained with the calibration data provided by
ETH, the middle row shows the epipolar geometry obtained by the method described in the article
without any prior knowledge and the bottom row demonstrates on four subimages the high quality
of the estimated epipolar geometry.
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From a practical standpoint, this means that from image correspondences, we can compute threedimensional points represented by their homogeneous coordinates (4-vectors). Knowing the coordinates of a point, we can back-project it onto any of the cameras for which a projection matrix has
been computed. We can even project it onto an arbitrary virtual camera: this way we can produce
new views of the scene. This process, usually called view transfer [2, 41], has been used for image
synthesis[11, 25].
However, for simple reasons, the projective reconstruction may not be sufficient: for instance within Realise, the generated building models are used for realistic rendering and virtual walk-through,
requiring fast-rendering hardware which can only handle Euclidean descriptions.
Without any additional information, recovering Euclidean structure is impossible: all the geometric relations induced by point correspondences have been already used. We need to use additional
information, either on the viewing system, or on the scene.
Approaches have been developed which deal with the former case [33, 28, 12]: assuming that the
intrinsic parameters of the camera do not vary across at least three views, they can be computed from
a number of point correspondences in the three views. Though good results have been obtained, this
approach tends to be very sensitive to noise.
In the latter case, we assume that some information is known about the scene:
If we know the coordinates of at least five reconstructed points in general configuration (i.e.,
a projective basis) with respect to a Euclidean frame, we can compute the projective transformation which changes projective coordinates into Euclidean ones. This principle of using a
few “anchor points” to derive Euclidean coordinates is also used in self-calibration [17]. It
supposes that one has performed manual measurements on the real scene.
A Euclidean frame can be characterized as a frame where parallel lines intersect at infinity, and
where orthogonal lines are indeed orthogonal (the dot-product of their directions is zero). The
first property characterizes affine structure, whereas the second one characterizes Euclidean
structure up to an unknown scale. As shown below, using images of parallel lines we can recover affine structure; Using pairs of orthogonal direction, we then reach scaled Euclidean structure. Less restrictive than the above approach (here, no manual measurement is performed),
this approach is perfectly suited to the requirements of Realise, because there are in general
many images of parallel or orthogonal lines in views of buildings.
Let us now see in more detail the various stages of the process. In the first stage, we recover
affine structure, in which parallelism is preserved. In the second one, we recover Euclidean structure
in which orthogonality is preserved as well.
After the first stage described in the previous section, the world is modeled as a three-dimensional
projective space . We use the standard embedding of a three-dimensional affine space
into
obtained by identifying
with
, where
is a plane, called the plane at infinity and which
can be thought as the set of directions of lines in
. In particular, two parallel lines of
, seen as
lines of
intersect at a point of
(called their point at infinity). Such a point is not as mysterious
as it sounds since when viewed by a camera, the images of the two lines usually intersect at a point
(called their vanishing point) which can be thought of as (in fact in some sense is) the image of the
point at infinity of the two lines. Hence, in order to determine the plane at infinity, it is in principle
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sufficient to have in the scene three pairs of non coplanar parallel lines. Once the plane at infinity has
been determined, an affine coordinate system can be chosen and affine coordinates of the points in
the scene computed.
In the remainder of this article, we use the standard embedding of
into
which maps a point
of affine coordinates  
onto its corresponding point of
of homogeneous coordinates
 . This embedding simply means that the plane at infinity is the plane of equation 
 
in the projective space with homogeneous coordinates      .



3.1






  







Parallel lines: affine structure

Two lines in space are parallel if and only if they intersect each other in the plane at infinity. A projective transformation preserves affine structure if and only if preserves parallelism, which means that
it leaves the plane at infinity (the set of all points at infinity) globally invariant.
Thus, the problem of recovering affine structure is equivalent to finding a projective transforma . This is a very
tion
which maps the plane at infinity onto the plane represented by   
simple operation provided that we can compute the coordinates of the plane at infinity in the initial
projective frame. For this purpose, we first need to determine at least three non-aligned points on
this plane, i.e. three non coplanar directions of lines. Since we observe images of lines, each of these
points is computed as the vanishing points point of a set of parallel lines observed in the images. This
is shown in Figure 6.





In this figure the three pairs of lines
,
, and
are respectively parallel
and the images of their points at infinity     
are the points of intersection      of the





pairs of image lines 
,
, 
, respectively.
From a practical standpoint, parallel directions are defined manually in the images. For each
image, we compute a polygonal approximation of the edge chains extracted with a sub-pixel feature
detector. Line segments representing parallel lines are selected in the different images. Each group
of segments representing parallel lines in space allows computing one point at infinity. In Figure 7
we show the line segments in image 5888 with which points at infinity have been computed.
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3.1.1 Computing points at infinity

 




  


Let us assume that we measure in the images the projections of parallel space lines   .   , represented by the three-dimensional homogeneous vector  , is the image of   in view . We want
"!
. The image # of
to compute their point of intersection

 which we know to be in
in view is the vanishing point of the image lines  . The problem that we need to solve is the
following: given  , compute .
Since the image of in camera lies on line  , we have:









  



$









&%







This is system of linear, homogeneous equations in the four homogeneous coordinates of , where
is the total number of lines observed in the images. We solve it using SVD, obtaining the homogeneous vector .
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Figure 6: The plane at infinity is determined from the vanishing points of the images of three sets of




non-coplanar parallel lines
,
, and 
.

Figure 7: Line segments of image 5888 used for the computation of



.
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Remark: Another method for computing consists of first computing in each image the vanishing
points  as solutions of the homogeneous system:
$





  
#

Then, is obtained using standard reconstruction of the computed vanishing points. This method
tends to provide much worse results than the previous one. It is probably because vanishing points are
computed independently in all the images, so they are not constrained to satisfy the epipolar constraint
before they are reconstructed. In the previous method, they are constrained to be the image of one
single point , so they necessarily satisfy the epipolar constraint.
3.1.2 Computing any point on the plane at infinity
The previous process can be applied to all the directions for which parallel lines are observed, yielding points at infinity
. Provided that there are at least three non-aligned points at infinity, we can
compute the plane at infinity
, represented by the four-dimensional homogeneous vector
, as
the non-zero solution of the linear homogeneous system:
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$



 

Once we know
, we can compute the point at infinity of any line as long as this line can be
reconstructed in space, by computing the intersection of this line with the plane at infinity.
3.1.3 Deriving an affine reconstruction





To define the transformation which maps the plane at infinity onto   
, we proceed as follows:
First, we compute a projective reconstruction of the scene, using standard multi-camera reconstruction based on SVD [37].
One reconstructed point of the scene, denoted by , is chosen as the origin: in the new frame, it
 . Then, three arbitrary independent directions are selected as coordinate
has coordinates   


are computed using the method described above. They
axes, and their points at infinity
    ,
are
respectively
mapped
onto


  
,   
. To define a projective transformation in space, we need a fifth point mapping. We select another reconstructed point , which does not lie on any of the three planes defined
by the origin and two of the three axes. In the new frame, this point is assigned arbitrary non-zero

coordinates    .
is then computed as the projective transformation which maps the initial projective basis


  onto the final one. Since


are all mapped onto points whose fourth
component is zero, any point of the plane at infinity will also be mapped onto a point whose fourth
component is zero, which is precisely what we needed for the reconstruction to be affine. Figure 8
shows an example of affine reconstruction. Two of the three directions chosen as coordinate axes
form a very small angle (left). This implies a strong affine skew effect on the reconstructed scene
(right).
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Parameters   have a very simple meaning: they represent scale factors along the three coordinate axes. For instance, if is multiplied by a non-zero factor, then the reconstructed scene will
be stretched by the same scale factor along the
axis. This is visible in Figure 9, which displays
two affine reconstructions which differ by only one scale factor (along the direction of the top edge
of the roof).

inria-00074110, version 1 - 24 May 2006



Figure 8: Line segments and directions used for defining the coordinate axes (left), top-view (middle)
and side-view (right) of the affine reconstruction (see text).

3.2

Euclidean structure up to three scale factors

As we have seen in Figure 8, the choice of non-orthogonal reference directions may cause severe
affine distortion of the reconstructed scene. A first step toward the recovery of Euclidean structure is
to use three pairwise orthogonal directions.
In this case, the directions of edges parallel to the reference directions are preserved. In fact, the
recovered structure is equivalent to Euclidean structure scaled with three scale factors along the three
coordinate axes. As a consequence, two edges aligned with two orthogonal coordinate axes remain
orthogonal in the final affine reconstruction, for any value of the scale parameters   (e.g. previous section). This is for instance the case of the roof on which the two horizontal directions have
been defined (left). The relative values of the scale factors used for the two displayed affine reconstructions (middle,right) are very different. This modifies drastically the aspect of the reconstructed
roof (at the bottom-right in each view), but the principal directions remain orthogonal in both reconstructions.
Of course, angles between lines which are not aligned with the coordinate axes are not preserved.
In particular, orthogonality is not preserved for such directions (see the roof on the bottom-left). We
will now see how this property can be used for recovering Euclidean structure up to one global scale
factor.
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Euclidean structure up to one scale factor

 

We now assume that some pairs of orthogonal lines are known a priori. The points at infinity of these
lines, , are computed as described above. In a Euclidean frame, lines i, j are orthogonal if and only
if
.
If we consider the orthogonal frame defined in the previous paragraph, finding Euclidean structure is equivalent to finding relative values of the scale parameters   for which the dot-products
are zero for all pairs  of orthogonal lines.
If the three reference axes used for affine reconstruction are not orthogonal, three additional parameters (“skew” parameters) are introduced which account for the non-orthogonality of the reference
affine frame. More precisely, instead of using the mapping defined in 3.1.3, we respectively map


 .


onto   
(this has not changed),   
,    
We end up with the following criterion to be minimized over the scale parameters and the skew

parameters: :
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The global scale of the scene cannot be recovered. So, we search for the particular solution for
 . Minimizing        with the standard Levenberg-Marquardt iterative techwhich
nique (the initial values of the five parameters are the ones used for affine reconstruction), we end up
with a Euclidean reconstruction up to a global scale factor (see Figure 10).
This way we have computed a Euclidean reconstruction of the scene without any knowledge of
the camera parameters, nor of the scene coordinates. Only information about point and line matches,
parallel and orthogonal relations have been used.





Figure 9: Line segments and directions used for defining the coordinate axes (left); two top-views
(left) and (right) of the scene reconstructed with two different values of the scale-factor along one of
the horizontal axes (see text).
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Figure 10: Top-view (left) and side-view (right) of the scene reconstructed after automatic adjustment of the scale factors in order to preserve orthogonality. The frame of reference is the same as in
Figure 9.
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Conclusion

We have described in this article the skeleton of a system based on computer vision that is going to
be used to partially automate the 3-D modeling of urban scenes. The system can use any number of
cameras and images of the scenes to be modeled and proceeds to estimate automatically the perspective projection matrices corresponding to all the images by matching image features such as corners,
junctions, lines. The resulting matrices do not allow to recover a metric model of the scene since no
metric information has been used so far, only a projective one which can be used for some applications. In order to go further, the system can use information provided by the user about the actual
affine or Euclidean structure of the scene, such as parallel lines, ratios of lengths, and angles. This
information allows the system to specialize its representation of the environment from a projective
one to an affine one and finally a Euclidean one. The whole system uses sophisticated computer vision tools and has been developed as a flexible server, a vision server, that can be queried by a human
user who is using a CAD system to develop a 3-D model of the scene.
One of the advantages of this system is that it does not require any prior knowledge about the
cameras, which is handy in applications like video-based modeling for example. The user is then
allowed to use his camera the way he likes, without any special set-up.
We think that this concept of an interactive approach in which the user can have at its fingertips
the most sophisticated tools in computer vision and photogrammetry can save a lot of tedious work
that is presently done by the human modeler.
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